Steve and Betsy’s New Garden Shed Installation

September, 2013
Imagine how good it felt for one of our customers to go to the trouble of giving us a testimonial in PowerPoint form! The following is an actual testimonial from a customer in Central Missouri. Their original email is below:

From: Stephen
Date: Mon, Oct 7, 2013 at 9:29 PM
Subject: Our new shed
To: dbeckham@classicbuildingsales.com

Dave—

I thought I would take a little time this evening to assemble a testimonial about our new garden shed.

If you think there's anything here that is worthy, please feel free to pass it along to the appropriate person at Classic Buildings in Linn.

Thanks again!

See attachment

Stephen Randolph, P.E.
S. Randolph Associates LTD

(Address, phone numbers and email deleted for privacy)

Professional Engineering with Integrity

This email transmission and any attachments are confidential and may be privileged. They are to be read and retained only by the intended recipient. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the email and attachments from your system. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this email message or attachments is strictly prohibited.
SITUATION

 We had only a 2.5 car garage—not enough space for all our “stuff” PLUS space for 2 cars.
 We lived with too much “clutter” for 3 years, then decided to build a new garden shed that would harmonize with our landscaping.
 The best space for our garden shed was down a very steep slope—a potential problem for some contractors and installers—but not for Classic Buildings!
TARGET

- Install a new garden shed
- Initial investigations—Quality was an issue!
  - Some garden shed manufacturers use inferior quality materials
  - Some garden shed dealers do NOT include delivery
    - Some garden shed dealers charge a significant amount for delivery and “set up”
  - Although most garden shed manufacturers offer some custom features, they are NOT all equal.
  - Some manufacturers had very weak guarantees.
- We wanted things “done right the first time” with “no hassle”
RESULT

After considering the “real costs” of a garden shed, we found that Classic Buildings offered:

- VERY competitive pricing after all the “hidden costs” of other manufacturers was factored into the final cost.
- BETTER quality
  - Better construction
    - Studs (only prime studs, no “junk”, no scabs, no “bark corners”)
    - Floors (Advantec)
    - Roof
- MORE options—more than any other manufacturer we found
- CUSTOMIZED dimensions to fit OUR space—what WE needed

We found that Classic Buildings (Linn, MO) was the right manufacturer and their local dealer (Dave Beckham in Springfield, MO) were **superb** in every respect. With them, **integrity** is a way of life.
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INSTALLATION RESULT

- The installer was extremely friendly, courteous AND competent! He was very considerate of our trees and plantings.
- Total installation time from time the installer began to unload the truck until he drove away AFTER the owner inspected and approved it—1 HOUR!